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PREFACE

`Combatting illiteracy, preparing an often isolated 
youth with little broad cultural background to meet the 
needs and to face the requirements of modern society, and 
adapting to a multilingual situation — these are the major 
factors influencing educational philosophy in the Maghreb. 

Illiteracy is being red-iced by spectacular efforts 
at universal. schooling. 

In view. of the wide-spread and sometimes dramatic 
social change taking place in these countries, education' 
is in a transitional period during which it is trying to 
"achieve a balance'between the classic values and methods 
inherited from the colonizing countries and the practical 
needs imposed by a society which is increasingly in need 
of. skilled labor and of teachers themselves. 

.Adapting rduoation to the peculiarities of. a multi— 
lingual population has in the past been a cause of_, 
frequent and disrupting changes ofcurriculum, but many 
of the problems related to this are now being resolved, 

and a clear trend towards "Arabization" can now be re-
marked, with an attendant emphasison instilling in 
children a consciousness of their Arab and Islamic heritage. 

The main difficulty in compiling a bibliography such 
as this is that most material Rust code from newspapers 
and from government- publications. Other material, where 

it exists, has been published outside the countries and 
has not always been classified. Thus there are available 

many figures, many statements of policy, some evaluation 
of ' past results and practices and very little thorough 
analysis. 

Despite the inadequacies which necessarily result 
frail these difficulties, these issues will, we hope, be
of use not only to educators and students, but also to 
those`with a general interest in North Africa. ' 
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I. -ALGERIA 

philoabclw grid Ihaory of Elp.i0atieK 

1.Enseignements des ríeuitats è amiliorer (Education: 
' Rseults which should ' be improved). 

gl-Maudëihid,. Járweay 16 1976, p. 9. 

Algeria, says the akti le, accords an importent pert
of her budget to education and training. The efforts made 
I* the public a+thçtities starting with the country's • 

' independence have givin satisfactory results, altbough 
weaknesses ere still to be found here endthane♦ fit the 
same time the aiuthoritie, have had to Mid schools, train 
teachers, end renovate, reform, end finally totally recast 
the country's educational system. 

More  than two million children were enrolled in 
school this year, a figure which bears witness to, the 
results of-the efforts made. 

Educational oraenization 

2. "M. BdRsnahmoud inaugure plusieurs rislisations_.sao• 
luirea dans la Wilaya de Blida" (Mr. 8enmahmoud inaugurates 
several' school achievements in the Wilaya'of Blida). 
El Moudiehill, January 14, 1976, p. 26 

The article speaks of.en inspection and work tour made. 
by the minister of primary and secondary education in the 
Wilaya of Blida. 

Am9r g other thirge,, . he inaugurated , a lycee which will 
be Able to eccomodate one thousand two hundred students, 
in 25 classes end five laboratories. He also inaugurated two 
"colleges d' enseignenent .moyen" (technical training schools) 
of six hundred places each: 

3. Tbopérstion algdro-+alien's. 8isnce de trdvaii au Minis-
tère de l'Enseignement 8upirieur" (AlgeriarriMalian 
cooperation. A work session at the Ministry of Higher 
Education). gl Moudl ahich January 20, 1976, p. 2. 

The article refers' to a work session during which_the 
Algerien and Malien ministers of education and their 
collaborators discussed questions concerning bilateral 
cooperation in the field of education. 

4. "A=ret6 du 5 décembre 1975 portent création d'un concours
national" (Decree of aecembsr 3, 1976, creating a national 
competition). journal Official de la Rdoubliciie Ala& 
Ill•December 23, 1976, p. 116. 



_ This is the text of a bill prepared -by the minister 
of primary end secondary education creating a single 
national competition for the students of public secondary 
schools.' 

The aime of the Competition are to contribute to the 
improvement of the students" woek by creating a climate 
of healthy emulation in the schools; to. discover acid 
encourage students' gifts and talents; to make. possible an 
objective evaluation of the educational system; to
facilitate the selection of students   who might be qualified :c 
to participate in international competitions;        and to 
recompense the efforts of the best students. 

5. "M. Abdallah Fadhel visite de nombai+! es installations 
destinées & la jeunesse" (Mr. Abdat1&. dhel visits 
numerous installations designed for youth, E1
Moudjahid, February 22-23, t176, p. 4. 

This' article reports on a visit made by the minister 
of.youth and sports to certain areas of Algeria, where  he 
laid the cornerstones for a Youth' Center and a Socialist 
Village of the kaftan Revolution. -He also visited the 
various stadiums of the city and a specialized center for 
reeducation of minors. This center has, at present, 70 
young people, and a complementary project for its 
extension has already been drawn up. The project includes 
the building of a new structure capable of housing 100 
boarding students. 

d. 1.'enseignement 'dans 7a Wilaya de Tebessa. Un effort 
continu"(Education in the Wilaya of Tebesse. A 
sustained' effort). Él Moudjahid, March 3, 197ä, p. 7. 

Since Tebessa was raised to the level of a Wilaya 
chief town, changes have been made in various public 
sectors, and education seems to be following the same 
pattern of improvement. 

There are 103G teachers teaching courses for 43,649 
students. 

According to the education director, 40 pedagogical 
classes opened their doors this year to nearly 2000 
students. While the number may appear large, much remains to 
be done to reach the percentage of school attendance desired. 
Two hundred end fifty new teachers have recently been 
recruited. 

7. "Ouargla. Un institut ,de formation d'enseignants" 
(Ouargla. An institute for teacher training). 
Çl Moudghhid, March 6, 1976, p. 7. 



The education figures in this area bear witness to the 
great progress that has been made. Fora better understanding 
of these figures, it should be recalled that the southern part 
of the country     had almost no educational structures before. 
Independence. 

Between 1966 end 19x76, 277 classes, 3 primary boarding 
schools for nomad children, end 146 dwellings, as' well as 
e secondary vocational training school,.have been created. 
At Ouargla there is an institute pf educational. ,technology 
capable of handling 300 students, 30G of whom are boarders. 
In 196669 there were some66,778 students, while in 1974-71 
the figure had risen to 1291000, or en increase from arete 
of 44 to one of 74 for a potential school enrollment which 
was, at the last date mentioned, estimated at 169,000 children, 
In addition, during the 1974-75 school year, 24,.330 students 
have benefitted from the 'Neale furnished by 'eight school 
l nchrooms. 

43. "Mitidja 76; Bou--Isínail." El Moudjshid, March 24, 1973, 
p. 2. 

With 11,000 students enrolled in the schools, the 
commune of Bou-Ismail has ho problem of teacher or classroom 
shortages. However, in order to meet the needs of future 
achogl years, a particular effort involving the construction 
of 13 classrooms and 25 dwellings has been approved by the 
local authorities. The major aim, however, is to set up 
.schools in rural zones, so that the students will no 
longer be obliged to travel long distances to .attend school. 

E ducatiónal broanization - Vocational education 

9. "Ain-0eheb (Tiaret)." El Moudjahid, March 17, 1973, 
p. 3. 

Technical education in this region has improved 
considerably; it is provided through four classes 
opened in the primary school buildings. Since the nedd 
for a technical institution has become evident, a secondary 
technica' school is planned for the commune. Nonetheless • 
the rete of school enrollment in primary schools remains 
inadequate, because of the absence of most female children, 
and because of the distance separating it from the 
populations living in scattered and steppe zones. 
To raise this enrollment level, a primary boárding school 
is required. This woad avoid setting up a large number 
of single-class schools, a situation which has been noted 
in certain regions, and which Usually leads in the end to 

non-functional clabses and to a diminishinç; rather than 
en increasing school attendance. A primary boarding school. 
of 20 classes end 20 boarding places would make it possible 
to take care of children who cannot at the moment attend 
schools because of their distance-from their homes.



pucationsl tiraarOatiºn - Hlaha vducatiort 

10. "Décret portent creation du dipleme de licencié'en 
langues et littératures arabes et organisant le *régime 
des etudes" (Decree creating the diploma. of Bachelor 
of•Arabic Language end Literature, and organizing the 
course of study). 
Jowl* Officiel de la Recubliauc Algériennç, January 
2, 1976, pp. 3' & 4. 

This decree defines the creetion of the degree, the 
le bh of the program, the various courses of study, and 
the qualifications required of the candidates. 

11. "Décret pbrtant création de i'inetttut des télé-
communications". (Decree creating thelinstituteof tele-
communications): Journal officiel de la Réoubliai 
Algérienne, January 6, 1 , pp.,11-12e 

On the basis of a report submitted by the Minister of 
Higher Education and Scientific Research end by the 
Minister of Posts and Telecommunications, e bill has been 
drawn up'for the creation of en Institute of Telecommunications 
Technology end Electronics. This will be a public establishment  
of en aiinistrative nature, endowed with a civil personality 
and with financial autonomy. It will fall under the Ministry 
of Higher Education and Scientific Research, and sill be 
located in Oran. 

. The institute's aim is the professional training of 
engineers and techniciens in the fields of telecommunications • 
and electronics, and it may also provide further training 
and training forstaff members already working in these fields.

12. "Enseignement supérieur et recherche scientifique. M. 
Benyahia & Oran pour des visites d'inspection et de 
travail" (Higher education and scientific research. Mr. 
Benyahia in Oren for visits of inspection and work). 
Fl Moudiehid, January 6, 19'73. 

The article reports on visits paid by the minister of 
higher education and scientific research in Oren to the 
Higher Notional School for Polytechnic Education and to 
the Cran university of sciences end technology and the 
institute of medical sciences. 

13. "M. Benyahia sur le terrain de la futurbuniversite de 
Annaba (9000 étudiants)".L Mr. Benyahia on the lend of the 
future university of Annaba (9000 studente . gi Moud ehig, ,
Japery 22, 1970, p. 2. 



The minister of higher education and scientific 
research, accompanied by a delegation from his ministry,-
visited Annaba within the framework of a visit of work 
and inspection. 

At the university of Annaba,.he was met by thf staff, • 
and by numerous students. He examined the situation of 
the students and of the teaching staff, and then stopped 
in the various laboratories of the establishment. 

The ministerial delegation then devoted the afternoon
to visiting the land on Which the future university is to 
be built. 

14. 'Réunion interministérielle consacrée eaux stages des 
étudiants dans les unités de production industrielle" 
(Interministerial meeting devoted to the students' 
training periods in the units of industrial production). 
El Moud 1ehid, January 24, 1976, p. 3. 

This meeting was devoted to specifying the organization 
of these training'progrars. Iñ particular, the respective roles 
of the, universities and the industrial firms were emphasized, 
both with respect to defining the content of the programa 
as a function of the pedagogical and scientific aims, end 
concerning the ways in which the students can be integrated 
into the industrial firms.'-Also discussed was the way in 
which the students will evaluate the results of their 
programs. 

13. Journal Gfíicicl dc la !épubliaue Algérienne, January, 
30, 1976, p. 13L 

This issue of the official gazette gives the  texts of 
decrees 'of December 19, 1973, setting the length of studies 
for the diplomas of specialized medical studies in neurology, 
pneumo-phthysiology, social medicine, physiology and 
pathological anetc^y. 
The studies for all these specialized diplomas will require 
six semesters. 

13. "Arreté du 1$ Novembre 197'5 portapt création d'un 
institut de sciences politiques et de l'information au 
sein de l'Université.d'Algcr" (Decree of November 18, 
1973, creating an institute of political sciences and 
information in the University of Algiers). Journal Officiel 
de ?a 96p_•b icu£ Alg senne„January 30, 1976, P. 131. 

The institute created by this bill will include e 
department of international politics and relations, a 
department of political and administrative organizational 
sciences, and a department of informational sciences• 



17s "Enseignement  èt recherche scientifique. Le ' ien avec la 
pratique politique" (Education end scientific research 
The link with political practice). g% Moudiahid, 
February 6, 1976, P. 5. , 

The work done by the commission responsible for studying 
"education end scientific research"_has made it possible for 
the participants in the First Congress of Third World 
Economists to mace concrete proposa2s,•through en analysis 
of the present content of the instruction end research in 
their respective countries. 

Various speeches made by the participants first celled 
into question the concept of present-day economic research 
and of the instruction given in most of the Third World 
countries. 

The structures inherited from the colonial period have 
been denounced as not permitting the training of stilled 
workers, capable of promoting an authentic policy of 
development. 

18."Enseignement aupár'ieur et recherche scientifique. 
152 nouveaux diplomés dont 639 médecins en Janvier 1976. 
Les étudiants!sF touaient vers 'a sbience et la technologie" 

(Higher education and scientific research. 1323"new degree-
hgldersi including 639 doctors, in January 1976. The. 
student$ are turning towards science and technology). 
El Moudjahid, February 2223, 1976, p. 2. 

During a press conferences the minister of higher edueew 
tion and scientific research reported on the activites of his 
depertmept during the first half of 1976. After reviewing the 
efforts made by the Ministry of Higher Education and 
Scientific Research 'since the application of the educational 
reform, the minister enumerated the aims of the new educational 
reorganization which has been made in the light of the 
country's needs. He emphasized the necessity for setting 
up the bases of a university which wodld be deeply and 
actively involved in the development process, a tool for 
training. The university has also, he added, been given 
the mission of producing, as economically as possible, 
as large a number as possible of qualified  persomel.  

19."Décret portent création de la post-graduation et 
organisation de la pr'emriare post-graduation" (Decrrt 
first post-graduate session). Journal 4ffic sel de la 
République Algérienne, March 5, 1976; p. 217. 

A post-graduate school has been organized within the 
university. The list of diplomas acceptable for admission 
to post-graduate studies is fixed by e decree of the 
Ministry of Higher Education end Scientific Research. 



The aim of post-graduate studies is the training of 
highly skilled personnel for higher education, rbsoerch, and 
other sectors of national activity. 

The post-graduate training must fulfill the aims of 
national planning with respect to higher" education arid -
scientific research. : • 

The first post-graduate level. will lead to the diploma-
of "magister," and the second will lead to e doctorate in 
sciences, the organization of which will be defined at a 
later date. 

20. "Décret du 20 février 1976 modifient`et complétant le 
décret du 21 Août 1974 portent organisation des études 
en vue du dipleme, de' doctiur vétérinaire" (Decree of 'Februa
20, 1976, modifying and completing the decree of Auguste 
21, 1974, organizing studies with a view to the diplomav 
of veterinary doctor), Journal Officiel de la Républlaue 
Algérienne, March 5, 1975, p.' 218. 

The text of this bill defines the conditions for admission 
to veterinary' medical studies. 

21. 	"Une université d Tlerineen 'pour 10,000 étudiants" (A 
university in Tlemcen for 1(4000 students). El Moudjahid, 
March 21-22, 1176, p. 4. 

The article reports on a meeting, prepidod over by . 
Ahmed Laidig , the N'ai i, in the • presence of-,11 delegation 
from the Ministry of Higher Education end Scientific Research, 
to study the next school year et the university `center, 
and to discuss the setting up of the future university at 
Tlemcen. This university will house 10,000 students.' 

22. 	"Coopération ̀ Alg&o-8oviétiqup". (Algerian Soviet 
cooperation). El Moudjahid, March 28+29, 197x, p,.2. 

A contract hea been signed between the Ministry 
of Higher Education and Scientific Research and the 
Soviet Union for the creation of en:institute of indus-
trial chemistry and en institute of •applied mathematics. 
Some 1,320 spec Laliste will be. trained in this institute, 
820 of Or es' engineers end 700 for the, higher technician • 
sect ions. 

. • The agreement signed is en indication of the deepening 
of cooperation betweeñ.Algeria and the Soviet Union. 



Special education 

23. "8anté publique. Réunion 'sur la réforme de l'enseigne-
.'ment para-médical" (Public health. Meeting on the 
reform of parre i dical education). El Moudjahid, 
January-24, 1976, P. 3.- -

At the end of a work meeting      concerning the reform of 
,paramedical education, held at the National Institute  of 
Public Health of El-Madania, the participants presented a 
report'containing, among other things, a reform project. 
The plan adopted is divided into three broad headings: the 
aims of the reform, the means for realizing them, and the 
actual Contant/ 

Teacher training 

24. "Une méthode de formàtion des enseignants" (A method 
for training teachers). Tl Moudjahid, February 27, 
1978; p: 9. 

"Micro-education" is a method of training and research 
which tends, in a progressive and simplified manner, to 
facilitate the acquisition of knowledge and the development 
of the aptitudes which are recognized  as useful in the 
exercise of a given activity. 

Applied to the training or further training of 
teachers, it consists, after information and preparation, 
in using d series of lessons or test sequences. From the 
standpoints of duration, number of students and content 
these lessons or sequences are reduced. The aim is an okjective 
and' constructive,eveluation, proceeding, from one test to 
another, to the adjustments which are seen as necessary. 

Applied to rtscarch,.in connection with teacher training,
it makes it possible to .carry out more minute analyses or 
EXp eriments, through a precise choice of aims, and e 
flexible dosage of the factors or meow used.

Teaching methods and aide 

25. "Accords d'échanges ¡ignés è Alger" (Agreements for 
exchanges signed in Algiers). El Moud►iohid,. January

 4-5, 1976. 

Agreements have been signed in Algiers within the 
framework of the creation of en Arab Center for Pedagogical 
Means in ,J(uweit, with a capital of 362,000 dollars, and of-
two centers for further training to the benefit of the 
adult literacy end education programs in the Arab World. 
The first of these, for the Maghreb countries•, will be act 
up in Libya. These were among the decisions taken at the 
Fourth,Gáneral Conference of the Arab Organization for 
Education and Culture held recently in Cairo. 



Religious education 

126. "M„Mouloud Kessim • ir-ieugúre l' Ecolc National© de 
Formation des Cadres dù Culte. Un enseignement diversifié 
,pour revivifier l'enseignement théologique"(Mr. Mouloud 
Keseim inaugurates the National School for the Training of 
Religious Personnel. A devir.rsified education to revive 

.,theological education). El Moudiahiq, January 17, •1976, 
P. 2. 
Tills article debcribes the inauguration of the National 

School for the Training of Religious Sta1}f, in Meftah, and 
the opening of the first ,éaninar for imams, which was attended 
by imams from 31 wilayets of the country. 

27. "Enseignement originel -et affaires religieuses" 
(Religious education and religious affairs). El Moúdiahid, 
February 11, 1976,' p. 2. 

Mouloud Kassim, the minister of religious education 
and affairs, presided over the opening of a cycle of 
further training for directors and heads of establishments 
of religious instruction .and religious affairs in the different 
wilayats. 

This cycle was to last one week, and the; agenda included 
the application of texts concerning déconcentration, in the 
light of a decree creating departments of religious -
instruction and affairs in the wilayets, as well as the preparation 
of the 1976+77 academic year. 

In ñ speech given on this occasion, Mr. Kassim 
Emphasized, among other thirgs,the coordination of the 
efforts of the regional' directors with those of the 
ministry. He'aleo requested that the participants 

'collaborate closely with the local authorities in the 
¿pacific fields of its directions, and ih tha various 
-fields of national activity.



LIBYA 

Phitö2 w aid theory of e9ucation 

28. "Ail opinions ere oellirg for e revolution in education.". 
El Fair El Jedid. February b,.19761 p. 3. 

A survey conducted by this newspaper has broûght to light ' 
the following opinions. 

The school should become en extension bf the fectorissand the 
farms, in order to be able to transform these. 

School days should be divided between the school, the 
workshop and the farm, The hiatus between theory and practice 
should be abolished, and,the student should, in all the stages 
of his schooling, live the values of work through the exercise 
of woikehop end farm activity. 

.A need is felt for, stories, sores and children's games 
which glorify the worker and implant in the new generation a
respect for work. The hero of production if the model of success 
in the Libyan society. 

29.'The war on i'literacy.".g1 Fair El Jedid, February, 16, 
1976, P. 3• 

Colonieliem, under-development and illiteracy are a 
desteuctive trio for the peoples, of developing countries. 

All)educated people, says the article's author, should
be mobilized to combat the Libyan's Peopl e's third eriny --
illiteracy. The motto adopted should be,"every educated person 
should instruct en illiterate." The proportion of illiterates is 
26710 among men and 6 among ' women, end the path to be cover d 
remains long. 

The armed forces, the police, teachers and civil servants 
have undertaken    the battle on illiteracy, but it is a battle  
of the people. It must be pursued until 1964 the year in which 
Libya- shou' d have conquered i1literecy and in which,she will 
celebrate the acquisition of literacy by the laat illiteret.Q. 

30. 'Thé Minister of Education emphasizes the necessity of 
creating the bases of a revolutionary departure in education." 
Al Jihad, March 30, 1978, p. 2. 

The Higher Council for Eduaetion trod Inst~~tion held a
meeting at the Ministry of• the Plan -and of Scientific Research, 
presided over by Dr. Mohamed Ahmed Cherif, Minister of Education . 
and Instruction, whó emphasized in a speech the importance accorded 
by the September Revolution to education. He also Spoke of the' 
responsibilities of the council for'the preparation and creation 
of scientific and practical pedagogical methods¡ eçtd emphasized the 
necessity of revolutionizing education with a view to making it 
a tcool • for the success of the development plan. 



Educational organization

31. 'Creation of s kiriery for the children of working women." 
El Fair E1 Jedi4, January 12, 1976, p. 3. 

At Benghazi, the teachers' syndicate has participated in the' 
creatibn of a nursery with a view to stabilizing women,, especially 
teaching women,. in their work. The experimeñt began with two children,
and has now reached 170. 

The nursery is directed by a staff of 36, responsible for 
supervising and instructing the children. 
Because of the wide age range of the children, each age group-
benefits from special care. 

The first age group is from 1 month to 1 year old; the 
second, from 1 to 2 years; the third, from 2 to 3 years; the 
fourth, from 3 to 3 years. 

The nursery is running up against certain material problems, 
in that its resources are only the revenues of its services, which 
are not sufficient to cover the salaries of the staff and the 
expenditures of the nursery. 

32. 'Decisions of the General People's Congress." El Fair El J5did, 
January 23, 1976, p. 3. 

/. The decisions made concern the following: 
1.The orientation of education. 
2.T©chno'logical progress, the aim of the 9evolution. 
3. The creation•of human resourcea` es a means to attaining 

this aim. 

The revolutionary government is devoting 470 millions dinars 
for projects in the educational sector in the 1113-1960 five-
year plan. It is creating 9,031 primary classe4, 3,917 technical 
classes, 1,248 secondary classes. Simple calculations from these 
figures show the.nuniber of students in all these classes, and 
make it possible to state that et the end ,of the plan, in 196G, 
the Libyan, people will have trained enormous human resources; 
which it will orient'toward technical end university studies, 
depending on the country's needs for constructing a modern state. 

33. "Credits for the plan for economic development. 
.470 million dinars for education 1975-1900." El Fair 
Amu, January 26, 1976, p. 4. 



The figures for the break-down of these educational credits are as 
follows: 

1. Primary education 27,000,000 
2.Technical education 8,000,OG0 
3.Secondary education 6,000,000 
4.-Vocational education 3,500,000 
3. Normal schools 6,000,000  
6.University of Tripoli ' 30,890,000 
7.University of Benghazi. 2,110,000 
8.Services connected with education 2,100,00C 
9.Missions of Higher' Studies 3,000,000 
10; Combatting illiteracy' 300,000 
11.Archeology 100,00C 
12.Modifications of existing schools3,000,000 
13.'Apprenticeship requirements for household 

production„ 300,000 
14.Requirements for school buildings... 300,000 

34. "Election of a parents' bureau." El Fair El Jedid, 
January -27, 1975, P. 2. 

The public association of the Council of the Affairs of 
the students and Teachers of the "Victory" secondary Technical
School for Girls, held its annual assembly in the school 
theater.

' At the beginning of the meeting a report wes read concerning 
the activity of the Parents' Council. The financial report was 
also read.

"One. of the members of ttle, teeching staff presented, 
in the name of the administration, her thanks to the members 
of the past year's council for the efforts it had made for 
the•girls attending the school. In the elections, five 
parents and five members of the school were elected. 

33.. "Education in :Deena." El Fair El. Jedid, January 23, 1976, p. 2. 

The article reports on a meeting of the Educational Services 
inspector with'the directors of schools under his inspection 
in this region. 

During the meeting, the iiepcctor spoke.of the wey,in which 
the problems the school faces should be solved. 

'He recommended modifying the methods of teaching, and 
choosing the qualified staff capable of promoting the 
educational programs to bring them up to the level required. 

At 'the aid- of the meeting there was a general discussion 
concerning educational questions. 



Educations orosrljatiop - Vocational education 

33. Mensaeoui, Ahmed. "What is happening in the vocational 
training canters?" gel Fair ET Jediq, February 3, 1976; 
P. 3. 

During the present five-year plan, the accelerated vocational 
training centers will graduate 23,000 students, and the number 
of such centers sill rise to 116. However, a national, policy 
of vocational training must be draw; up, end this policy must be
integrated into the plan for economic and Social development. 
The aspects of the planning require that this integration be a 
special operation, that the coordination' of the various organisms
be directed bye single central servicc,.and that a strategic framework
of et least 13 years be found for vocational tr'àining programs. 

37. Younes, Mabrouk. "Vocational training benitérs . . . 9ut 
they are crowded by young people." gi Fair El Jedid, February
3, 1976, p. 3. 
The author points out that at present Libya has two 

technical lycees, one in Jenzour end one in %Ida, each capable of 
holding 430 students. 

Industrial centers are-being built in Benghezi and Tripoli. 
An attempt is made to  send young people for training 

Program inin foreign countries, and apprenticeship programs are , 
organized within industrial. firms. The student of the second and 
third years of secondary school benefit from training periods
in the factories. 

'Technical instruction has been put under the Ministry 
of Industry instead of the Ministry of Education, so‘that 
it may moró suitably meet the industries' needs: 

3E. "Young people reveal the secret of their alienation 
from technical education." gi Fair El Jpdic(, February,21, 
1976, p. 3. 

. Young people have declared to this'Fnewspaper that they 
are innocent of the laziness and lack of seriousness with which 
they are taxed. The secret behind this attitude lies with the 
attitude of the families, which are wary of the idea of manual
labor. Parents incite their children to go to tho university, and 
to avoid technical education. Young people criticize the failure
of the organs of information of the Ministry of Education, 
which do apt inform the public concerning manual work, training 
institutions, and the future of the graduates. Young people 
are also ceiling for a revolution in the teaching proper, pointing 
out that technical instruction should be given et all stages 
of schooling. 

39. "120 students st the Institute for Posts end Telecommynica-
tiens of Al Sayda." 1,"March 3, 1978, p.2. 



This institute was opened in March 1976, It is attended 
by 120 sturients, who are given training .in all the technical 
fields related to telecommunication. The studies last two 
years. English landusge instruction is organized for the first 
six months. The institute will also be attended in addition by 
100 students from all the post , offices of the republic, who will 
be given training in all postal operations. 

EdOcetional oraih4etion - Hiaher education 

40; Al, J=, January 4, 1976, p.2. 

The University of Benghazi has consistently grown during 
recent yard. In 1973, the total number of students reached 
7,672; 2,708 of these attended the Faculty of Letters, 1,648 
the Faculty of Economic Sciences and Commerce, -1,616 the 
Faculty of Law, 398 the Fecu'ty'of Uedicine and 919- followed 
studies in Arabic literature end Islamic studies. 

There are ndw 203 university teachers including 30 
Libyans and 143 assistants. The university also has 191 
teachm who are completing their studies abroad. 

41. Al Jihad, January 23, 1976, pp. 1 6 7. 

In 1973-76, the University of Tripoli Was attended by 
4,730 students, 390 of then women. There were 933 non-Libyan 
'students, including 342 women. The president of the People's 
Committee of the University of Tripoli has stated that the 
number of students et the university has quadrupled this year 
in comparison with the siutuation before the rcvo`ution. 
In 1968-69, • there were _ 1,134 students. 
The break.-down of attendance by faculty during the 1973-76 
academic year is as follows: 
Sciences: 830; Engineering: 1,03.1; education: 1,334; 
agriculture: 732; petroleum engineerings,423; medicine: 336; 
pharmacy: 62. 

42. "330 students at the higher normal school." Al. Jihad, 
March 24, 1976, p. 4. 

In consideration of the capital importance of the 
practical aspect in education, Q30 students from various 
sections of the higher normal school of Tripo li have begun 
to teach in the various secondary schools of Tripoli with 
the assistance of 70 university processors. This experiment 
conjlsts in sending the students to teach with a view to 
acquiring practical experience. The service of pedagogical 
and psychological studies has prepared an opinion poll in which 
it is recommended that attention be paid to all proposals 
aimed at reforming education in the direction of e 
paralleling of theoretical instruction and prebtical experience. 



Adult education 

43. "Training period for female teaching assistants." 
E1 Fair El Jedid, February 11; 1976, P. 2.. 

The Service for Combatting Illiteracy and for Adult 
Education, under thé Ministry,of Education, organized e 
trqining program for aadstants, completing the series of 
functional women's education programs. It was to be attended 
by 160 women from the different sections of the educational 
servicesthraehout the republic, with a view to initiating 
them into the use of the instruments and tools of functional 
education for adult women..-The program was organized in 
application of the recommendations of the General Peoples' 
Congress aimed at functional instruction and apprenticeship 
for women. 

44; "A seminar on vocational training for adults." 
Al Jihad, Febr sry 22, 199ù, P. 2. 

A seminar on adult vocational training was held at the 
girls' lycee of Benghazi, attended by 43 taachors. 
They were given practical lessons in the use mastery of 
sewing and embroidering machines, and were also given baits 
information in adult psychology and in pedagogical methods. 

pecial education 

43. Al Jihad, January 11, 1976, pp. 1 & 7. . 

A law has been passed creating and organizing the Faculty 
of Police, designed to train competent personnel in this 
field. 

This'faculty is to be directed by a council called the 
Council of the Faculty of Police, and it will fall under 
the Ministry of the Interior. 

The law sets the duration of the studies at two years; 
the program includes legal and technical studies, special 
studies concerning the police, and studies in administration 
and general culture. The students ere also to be given sessions 
in sports arid military training. The government will take 
upon itself all the costs of these programs. 

48. Al Jihad, January 22, 197ô, p. 4.' 

What, asks the article, is an illiterate? What has the 
Libyan government done to combat illiteracy? To reply, the newspaper: 
has called upon the expert Hessen Chabka, of the Inter-Arab 
Organization for Education and Culture of the Arab League. 

An illierate, as defined in 1934, is one who has not 
reached the level of the fourth grade, and who is between 10 and 
13 years of age. 



The Libyaa,government has prepared two plans, one under the 
three year plan until 1978, and the second up ta 1980, with a 
view to eliminating illiteracy once and for all, 

47, "¡octal cervices rendered to the population." 
~1 Fair E1 Jedid, Jenuury 23, 1973, P. 2. 

Within the framework of specialized education, there are 
three nurseries, in Tripoli, Benghazi and Masreta, which handle 
314 children. 

There are plans for the creation of five centers responsible • 
for the education end orientation of young people and of delinquents, 

e and of ,centers • for the handicapped. 

-The revolutiçn -is also said toe be according interest to 
emigrants returnfrg bq. 4.ibye,who numbered 1,720 In 1973. 

Thé expenditures for these projects amount to 63 thousand 
dinars for.expenses of repatriation of these emiants, and 

.especially of their children, for whom there are specialized 
teachers who tech then the Arabic language. 

There are also ,plans to create children's alúbs in 
Benghazi and Tripoli, where the children from crowded neigh-
borhoods can pursue recreational activities. 

48. "The echóol for the' deaf and dumb." Al Jihad, February 20, 
1976, p. 9 . 

This schóol, which has been in operation for four years, was' 
opened to provide deaf and dumb children with en education 
aimed at allowing then to develop their intellectual faculties 
and to. reintegrate themselves into society. The school Program 
lasts Might years. There are three yeará. of education for the 
acquisition of language, then five years in which the education is 
the same as that given to all tether primary school children. 
The Arabio alphabet, which is composed of 2E letters, is 
divided into three sections. The childreh are taught 9 letters
in the first year, 12 in the secónd, and 7 in the third. 
It is difficult (for the children to learn these letters, and 
the classes must be small. The exercise is very difficult, 
both for the students and for their teeoher. Nonetheless the 
school has graduated its first cleats, ind in addition to the 
noheal education, there are plans to provide the children  
with certain elementary aspects of religion and of civic 
and nstienal educatioh. 

jlaricuitural education 

49. "The agricultural lycee at 8ebha." El Fair El Jedid, 
March 21, 1976, p. 3. 

The article reports on the opening of tan agricultural lycee, 
built rapidly with the help of prefabricated elements.



There are 39 students, 36, of them boarders. The condition 
for admission is the certificate of primary school studies. The 
lycer gives a four-year program, at the end of which the students 
have received training in agricultural techniques and may be 
assigned as agricultural controllers, agricultural popularizing 
agents or directors of Tarns, agricultural factories, chicken 
farms or stock farms. 

Each student of the lycec is given a grant of 12 diners, 
as well as free school supplies. 

Religious education 

30. "Students from Muslim countries study Vic Arabic language and 
Islamic precepts at the Muslim Faculty." E. Fair El Jadid, 
January 3;1973, p. 3. 

This faculty is a university institution, under the patronage 
Of the Association of Muslim Missionaries, set up in 1972 to 
spread the precepts of Islam throughout the world. The 
institution opened in 1974 in the aim of training missionaries 
for all Islpnic countries, capable of teaching the precepts of 
Islam and of fighting actions destructive of the religion. 
The faculty also teachës Islamic history. The candidates for 
admission must be Muslims, they must be under 30 years of age, 
and they must hold the baccalaureate or an equivalent 
diploma from a theological or other school; they must be' 
capable of assuming the responsibility for a mission, and 
must be in good health. Priority is given to those who know 
the Koran by heart, and to those who speak a foreign language. 
The studies last.four years, and the graduates have a degree 
roughly equivalent to a master's degrec,,in Islamic mission 
work. 

31. Why is religious education in regression?" Al Jihad, 
February 8, 1976, p. 3. 

Libya is a Muslim country; religious education is  
essential, and is an expression of the nation's personality 
and history. The study of the Koran and- of th© Koranic 
Precepts is a vital necessity for the country. Recently, 
however, religious education has taken an enormous backward 
step. Previously, there were Koranic schools throughout the 
country. Now there are no .more than 180 schools and 23 !yews, 
attended by 19,373 students,, taught by 789 teachers. 
The figure is by far inadequate, which explains the following 
difficulties:* 



e duality in the direction 6f the schools; 
is en administrative burdensomeness with respect to•the 

recruitment of teachers; 
a delay in the planned fleidbility of the programs; 
e lack of moral end ~material encouragement for, the 
students of these schools; 
a duality in the educational system.

Special problems 
32. "Academic failure: significance, cause and remedies."

hl-Jihad, March 17, 1976, :p..4. 
This question is of interest to all, parents, educators 

end psychologists, and requires considerable- efforts for the 
students benefit at school, at home and in the street. There 
are various interpretations of the problem. 

some see it as an. inability on the part of the students
to understand certain ideas, end thus as a problem of mental
or intellectual inadequacy. 

Others refute this, idea, arguing that pertain students
ère brilliant-in some subjects   and fail in others. They 
say, therefore, that those who fail cannot be called incapable,

The causes of failure lie in the family environment, 
in the school environment, and in the teachers'  behavior ,
says the article. 



IIICROCCO 

philosoohv end theory of education 

33. "Le etretégie de "enseignanent ne doit pee etre fondee . 
sur see réformes superficielles mais sur un changement 
radical opéré dans un esprit révolutionnaire"         (Educational 
strategy must be based not on superficial reforms but 
on 4 radical change made in a revolutionary spirit). 
L'~, February 14, 1976, p. 1.

Mr. Mohamed BEilechir, a professor at the Faculty of 
Letters and president of the Moroccan national committee 
of €UP EBC0,' indicates in this article first that education, 
whose problems are a source pf concern both to the 
industrialized world_ end to the Third Wor4d, has became a  
recognized social right for a3 t. He then speçifies that education 
.e in need of radical change. If the industrialized countries, 
be they capitalistic or socialistic* have solved the problem of 
universolizirc education, they are now trying to adapt their 
educational systems to their economic and social requirements. 
The underdeveloped countries, end among then Morocco, are 
still battling with problems that the industrialized world 
solved many years ago: 

34.'Les.'oisires un élément déterminant dans l'ensemble 
socio-éducatif" (Leisurei a determinant pibb1 un in the 
socio-Educational picture). L'Opinion, Mardh.26, 1976, p. 7, 

At the 'evez'gf the social groud`, says the article, 
the school is one of the most effective socio-educational
Instruments, being virtually unique. 

Nonetheless the role of this institution will fail in 
its task if it represents no more than source of academic and 
'scholastic instructioñ. 

Today the school is called upon to pley many roles — 
this is required by the times. It cannot limit its vocation 
to the pure accumulation of "scientific," theoretical and 
stesrile' knowlecte. 

Modern psycho-sociology thus defines a child's dey.es 
a composite of three complementàry.and interdependent parts. 
The child devotes eight hours of his day to classes, and a 
second eight hours are devoted to leisure. 

ducatsonal organization - Vocational education 

35. "Conseil d.'administration de l'Office.de la formation' 
professionnelle et dale promotion du travail" (Board of 
directors of the Bureau for Vocational Training and the 
Promotion of Work). opinion, January 24, 1976, p. 7.



In a speech opening this meeting, the Minister of Labor 
and of Social Affairs emphasized the role played by the, 
bureau in Morocco's economic development in general, and in 
the vital sector of labor in particular. 

The aim we are seeking," he added, "is for vocational 
training to become, thanks to the bureau, one of the most 
important elements in the process of development of our 
national economy, by reinforcing cooperation with the 
productive sectors and by preparing programs capable of 
raising the professional level of the workers." 

Educat&onel organization - Higher educption 

36. "Construction d'un complexe universitaire à Marrakech" 
(Construction of e university complex in Marrakesh). 
1.'Opinion 	, February 16, f976, p.7. 
The general secretary of the Ministry of Higher. 

Education, accompanied by his close collaborators, presided 
cover a work session in Marrakesh devoted to they project for 
Wilding a university complex in the capital of the south. 

During this work meeting decisions were taken 
concerning . the methods of execution of the construction 
work for this complex. 

Adult education 

37. "Communiqué de la faculté des lettres" (A report from 
the fecul.ty of. letters). 0Opinion, January 2, 1976, p. 4. 

The faculty of letters 'and humanities proposes organi trg' 
free courses for adults starting in January 1976. 'Open to . 
both foreigners and Moroccans, the courses will be held 
in the evenings and will cover the following fields: 

1. Translation (Arabic-French and French-Arabic). 
2., Literary Arabic. 
3. German, Italian and Russian. 
4.-Latin. 

Specie,education 

38. "Poterie et céramiqure ou lorsque la terre prend vie"' 
(Potted and, ceramics, or when the earth c es to life). 
,L Opinion, January 3, 1976, p. 6. 

This article gives an idea of the place of pottery 
and ceramics in the program for handicrafts training and. 
promoción (taken from the report on the seminar of Safi). 



The country has spent 193 million dinars to set up a 
ceramics research	comer in Rabat 3S minion and a center for 
apprenticeship in	ceramics-in Fez 30 million . 
59."230,000 enfants débiles au Maroc" (230,000 mentally 

retarded children in Morocco). L'opinion, February 16, 1973, 
p. ô. 

During 1974, contacts were made with the different 
miniateri¢' departments concerned (work and social affairs, 
health, national assistance and handicrafts) with a view to 
creating legislation for mentally handicapped children and 
adolescents, to training specialized Moroccan staff, and to 
assigning psychiatrists, pediatricians and teachers to the 
appropriate centers. Another goal is that special sections 
be opened in the schools for vocational training for mentally 
retarded adolescents. 

Teacher trainim 

60. "Centres pédagogiques régiÓn ux" (Regional pedagogical 
centers) . L' Opinion, March 31, 1976, p. 6. 

In 1970, the co'toquium of Ifrane closed the doors of 
the Higher Normal School to those holding only the 
baccalaureate- degree. Henceforth, only those with the 
equivalent of a bachelor's degree can enroll there, to follow a 
one-year program of pedagogical training. 

On the other hand regional pedagogical centers have 
been created to train teachers for the first cycle. These candidates 
are accepted with the baccalaureate, Science students are 
adrditted automatically, while students of letters must 
Pass an aptitude test. The program lasts two years. 

Teechina methods end aids 

61. "Programme de la radio-television scolaire, 1er 
trimestre 1976" (School radio-television program, 
first quarter 1976). L'Opinion. January 7, 1976, p. 6. 

This ertic'e gives the school radio television program 
for the second semester of the 1973-76 school year. The programs 
are broadcast on the national channel at 6.30 p.m. 

January: 
The "awakening" disciplines in primary education. 
Physical educetion. 
Further training in mathematics. 



February: 
Further French instruction.
Initiation to modern. meth.• 

March:' 
Initiaitiori to modern math.
Geography

   Further French intruction, 

62.  "Pour une réfornie de l' eri eignement; l' eneeignement 
'' ',: /Arrange/a" (Fpr i4reform of education; French teaching). 

L'Opinion, January 13, 1976, p. 1.

Instruction infrench, and in modern languages.in 
general, says the.author, is desirable. • 

Defined by• official instructions es a, fore la ~ e 
French has not,'however, become completely detached from 
the traditional ettit6de by vertue of which sit, eves taught as 
e àecond officiel language. 

It is proviHà•urgent that modein•languages be taught 
es e. function of.'the'real needë of Moroccan society and that
new language inet'uction be.treated in.conforinity,with the 
.epirit of the echdol programs required by the present 
national situation. 

Special problems . 

CO.' "L'enseignament,ëu Sahara" (Education in the.Sahara). 
L'Opinion,, February  10,  1976 P. 7, 

Formely, educetior iñ . - the Sahara was purely and simply .
' governed by the Spanish. All- subjects were ' taught in 
Spanish, and the children kown Arabic only to the extent  
that they learned it when small, from the Koren. . 

Young..b calaureate4olders were sent to Spain for
' higher studieg, and returned in very well numbers.

64.  "Per courtoisie envërs, nos facultes" (As à matter
of courteey to our faculties). L'Opinion,',February,•11, 1976¡ 
.P: 7i 



A correepondeneof the newspeAr reports on 'the diffi.s• 
culties'he. has had, ewe non-baccalaureate holder, in . 
obtaini0g information concerning the póesibilities-of 
his presenting himself for the entrance examinations for ' 

 the faculty of law of the university, and praises an 
organization which providea evlshatiswer and documents 
for thSse.in simile!' cases. 

sh. "Les jeunes et la. vide Culturel à Mohammedie"
( Young people end the cultural vacuum at Mohammedia).. 
L'Opinion, March 31,1976, p'..7. 

.*The lei* of ótiltura catvities in Mohammedila is a 
source of concern to both the young and the older people 
of the city. 

To fill thissoneed, the /cical_euthiprities have created 
a small muhicipal,iibrary, but it has been reserved • • 
exclusively for the girls. attending the 3.ycee. 

TUNTSIA 

Philosophy and theory of•educatiow, 

66'. "Livres: Un essai aribe de pédagogie libre" 
(Bookst, AnArabic experiment in free. pedagogy), 
La Prease, January 7, 1976, 

The articieteviews a book recently published by 
the "Maison Arabe du Livre," written, by a teaching assistant 
at the Faculty of Letters of Tripoli. 

The problems dispussed in this work, says the author 
of the article, seem outdated to ,a Tunisian pedegogUi; 
since ,Tunisia long ego feced the problem' of the free, v* 
creative,, active method of instruction and of the 
exercise of PedeOciiv: 

National edùcation in Tunisia has viewed the problem 
from the standpoint of two situations: 

First, the reaction, following independencer against 
a theological education whiCh had becomkritual,-fixed, 
excessively scholastic and insufficiently fruitful. 

Second, the French-language training of the TuOsian 
teachorsv Including among others the followers of Fenelon, . 
Rousseau; And more recently Frenet. ' 

67. "Orienter les jeunes vers les sections qui respondent
aux impératift du dóveloppement national" (Orienting 
young people toward* the sections *doh meet the 
requirements of national development). 

Adiftesse, February 7,'.1976, p. 4. 



'In speech given in Gabes on the occasion of a work 
meeting of several members of the government and the national 
authorities, Hedi Nouira, the Prime Minister, emphasized that 
while industrial expansion rests without a doubt on investments, 
it is also dependent upon the available competent personnel. 

In comparisoh with other countries, he said, Tunisia 
lacks neither qualified labor nor technicians, but at the 
level of middle-level personnel Tunisia is suffering from 
a considerable shortage. To train such personnel, the country 
must convince young people that manual work is not degrading, 
and thereby compensate for the imbalance that exists among the 
different branches of education. 

68. "M. Zghal: promouvoir l'enseignement dans. les zones 
rurales".(Mr. Zghal: promoting education in rural mess). 
L'Act on, February 8, 1976; p. 3ti 

Mr, Hedi Zghal, State Secretary, of education, presided 
over a popular meeting in Sahline. 

In reply to questions raised by those attending, Mr. 
Zghal indicated that the new reform of secondary education 
-will try to rectify the imbalance which exists between the 
numbers of students in the "letter„g" and the technical 
sections. The reform ire aimed at technical education. 

The state secretary stated that the Ministry of Education 
has, this year, devoted 500,000 dinars for building schools' 
and 5 00, 000 dinars for building houses for teachers in 
remote regions. He added that the next economic plan will 
devote 'important sums to schools in rural regions.

Educational organization 

69. "Système éducatif en Tunisia" (The educational system 
in Tunisia) . Ministry of Education, January 1576, 24 pp. 

Just after independence, the Tunisian government, 
in the aim of providing the largest possible number with an 
education which would,be both national and modern, subjected 
the educational system to a thorough reexamination, and reorganization
The reform of 1958 and the new orientation •of 1968 gave the 
country an education which, while it remained opened onto 
the modern world, remained nonetheless suthentics. 
Tunisian, i.e. suited both to the national character   and the, 
Arabic-Muslim civilization, and to the countrys6 economic ' 
requirements in skilled personnel. 

This policy is reflected in the large part of the national,. 
budget -- some 30% -- reserved for education. 



70. "Institut Bourguiba des langues vivantes" (The 
Bourguiba Institute of living languages). Journal 0ffic4el 
de la Réaublioue Tunisienne. January 2-6, 1976, p. 13. 

Decree no. 76-10 of January 5, 1976, seta the mission, 
the capacities and the organization of the instruction 
dispensed at the Bourguiba Institute. 

Thé institute is e language-teaching establishment 
connected with the University of Tunis. Its aims are using' 
practical methods, to teach foreign languages to citizens  
of the country, and Arabic to both Tuni"siens and foreigners; 
to rganize a• course of study for interpretation and 

translation, with a view to training conference interpreters 
and parliamentary translators; to participate in linguistic 
and pedagogical research, in cultural exchanges, and in all
works related to the instruction defined in thè first 
two points. 

71. "Former en fonction des besoins" (Training as e 
function of needs). L'Action, February 14, 1976, p. 2. 

An interministerial committee presided over, by Hedi 
Nouira,•Prime Minister, met to study two important questions: 
the organization of the new 1976 university year, and the 
possibility of creating "technifcums," within the framework of 
a,trainifg which would be more closely ]inked to the needs 
of the economy. 

The technicums are establishments of short higher 
education oriented directly towards, a profession. The $port 
cycles (two or three years).reserve á relatively limited 
pert to theoretical education, end the diploma received 
upon completions. óf the courses of study is that of a higher 
technician, equivalent to the title of assistant engineer. 

gducational oraeniization - Primary education 

72. rills smallest school" Eaaabeh,, January 2, 1976, p. 13. 

The smallest school in the city.. of Beje is the "8eidi" 
school, composed of .ónlÿ four classes. There are 48 children in
each class, and their academic results are exemplary. 
The rates of success in the secondary school entrance 
examinations are invariably over 40%; in 1973 the percentage.
was 70, and 'in 1975, 50%.

This fact has gained the school letter of thanks and 
encouragement: the success is attributed to the teaching 
staff end to the great care taken with the'childl'en. 



Educational organization ,. Secondary education 

73. 8eddik, Youasef. "La philosophie,.enseignement et 
ideologie" (Philosophy, teaching. and ideology). 
La Presaq, February 14, 1976, p. 4. 

The article reports on an interesting debate sponsored 
by the Club Abul KaIcem Chebbi on the subject of the 
"Arabization" of philosophy. 

Mr. Abdelwahab Bouhdiba gave aosummary of-the 
reform of philosophy in the secondary schools, and also 
enumerated the main achievements, summarized as follows: 

Teaching philosophy in Arabic by no means signifies a
withdrawal into the obscure centuries, a r%ression, nor-
does it mean that only Ibn Sine, Ibn Aushd br Ibn Khaldoun 
will be taught. 

Arabizing does not mean tranlating, but making 
philosophy accessible to the Arabic-speaking child. 

The education is unified by this measure, and there 
will-therefore be a single teacher for each class, and a 
single language, Arabic. 

The content too is unified under the reform. 

74. "Tribune libre à Sfax sur la réforme du baccalauréat". 
(Free discussion in Sfax on the reform of the baccalaureate),
L Action, February 13, 1976, p. 3. 

The' students of the finishing classes of secondary 
school attended a free discussion bearing on the reforms 
made in the baccalaureate examination, and on the future prospects 
for students completg their secondary school studies. 

The goverror of Sfax, who presided over the discussion, 
emphasized the efforts made by the government in the field 
of educat on since the country attained her independence. 
He pointed out, in this coinection, that the education budget 
rose from 8.5 million dirfars in 1936 to 96 million dinars for 
1976. The camber of children enrolled in the primary schools 
in the semé period rose from 276,000 to 866,000, .while the 
figures for secondary school enrollments went from 21,000 in 
1966 to 179,000 in 1976. 

gducationak ore iization - Vocational education 

75,E "Jumelage des lycées techniques de Kasserine et de Lille" 
(Twinning of the technical lycees-of Kasserino and Lille). 
á!ßt o , February 7 1976, p. 4. 

The technical lycee of Kasserine has been twinned with 
that of the city cf Lille in ,Ffance. The ceremony celebrating 
this event was held at the technical lys of Kasserine in the 
presence of. a delegation of French teacheba and several 
regional and localrauthorities. 



The principal of the techniçal lycee of Lille expressed 
his admiration for the efforts made by Tunisia in,the field of 
education. 

76. "Une formation professionnelle puis un emploi" 
,(Vocational training, then a job).,9 Pte, February 21, 
1973, p. 2. 

The Minis 	try of Social Affairs, conscious of the danger 
threatening 	young people who have'left sahoo_, has set up
institutions and programs whose role is to orient young people, 
furnish them a means of acquiring a speciality, and find them a 
place ins the working world. 

The Bureau for the Orientation of  Young People and
for First Èmplóyment, commonly called the "Work exchange," 
is onè• such► inetitutiea, tvspgnsible_ f ór :handling a large
number of- these "failing" young people. 

For those under eighteen, the bureau finds a position 
of vocational training en apprenticeship. They are trained 
on the job in firms. 

Those who have left secondary schools are sent to 
adult vocational training centers, where they can specialize 
in various fields such as cold engineering, mechanics, 
carpentry, etc. 

77. "La démocratie de l' enseigriement" (The democracy of 
education). L'Action, February 22, 1976, p. 3; , 

In a speech given before a free discussion at the • 
"Maison du Peuple" of Carthage, Fouad M'bazaa, a member of the 
political bureau and Minister of Youth and Sports, pointed 
out that the government, after independence chose to make 
education democratic. Despite the problems inherenrt in this 
choice, the party is determined to adherb %.0 1.* nrinciple~ 

He indicated that the government continues to attach 
greatest importance to vocational training foryoung people, 
through increasing the number of training centers, and by 
ensuring that those graduating from them Iind jobs. 

Educational organization -• Higher education

78. "'Report from the Administrative Committee of the General' 
Union of Tunisian Students." E Díq, January 13, 1976, p. 2. 

Following the meeting of the administrative committee 
of the union on January 10, 11 and 12, the following communiqué 
was published: 



The administrative committee of the UGET meeting ih an 
ordinary assembly 

„ considers that the students are mobilized to support 
and reinforce socialiam, achieve social justice and defend 
the attainments of the people; 

Confirms the renewed and continued mission of the MET;

tries  to furnish students with an appropriate civic 
training; 

— notes the action and the efforts made by the administrative 
committee with a view to gathering militants around a common 
wóric base. 

79. "Inscription annuelle eux cours du C.A.P.A." (Annual 
enrollment for the courses of the C.A.P.A.). L'es,
January 30,. 1976, p. 3. 

The annual enrollment for the courses leading to the 
Certificate of Aptitude for the Profession of Lawyer for the 
university year 1975-76 is discussed in this article, which 
gives the conditions for application. 

60., `Rdunion d'information de la cellule professionnelle de 
l'enseignement supérie.ir" (Information meeting of the 
professional cell of higher education). L'es, 
February, 3, 1976, p. 3. 

The professional coil of higher education held a general 
informational meeting devoted to examining the situation 
in the Universities. 

With respect to the situation in the faculties, the 
discussions gave rise to the following conclusions: 

1. The rapid evolution of higher education in gees t •years 
is of such a nature as to engender problems of an organizational 
type. 

2.-The increase in the number of candidates for higher education 
requires that this education be organized in such a way es to 
be capable of handling the new teachers, and of accomplishing
its mission effectively.

81, "L'enseignement supérieur, face aux ecigencee du dêvslopppent" 
(Higher education in the face of the requirements of development): 
L'Action,' February 21, 1976, p. S. 



The bill adopted by the Council of Ministers confirms, 
in spirit and in letter, the orientation the country has 
followed of giving every citizen a chance and of putting at 
the disposal of all studentsthe'•soons of advancing to 
higher education. 

The law specifies clearly that higher education is 
free. The advantages granted the students in Tunisia, in 
the form of grants and of social advantages, are considerable. 
They put Tunisia in the rank of the countries granting the 
gree~test interest to the promotion of instruction end 
education. 

82. "Pour une arabisation progressive de la médecine" 
(For a progressive Arabization of medicine). j.a.PtI 
February á4, 1976, pa 3. 

Before .a large audierte composed of students end guests, 
Professor 6leim Ammar gave, in the~Satre of the 
Faculty of Medisine, the first psychoanalysis lecture to be 
given in Arabic= the subject of the lecture was chronic 
deliria. 

The students have received this initiative optimistically; 
they seem to be hopeful for the future-of medical education 
in the Arabic language. 

The article proceeds to summarize the content of the 
lecture. 

8oeci_el education 

83, "étage régional de spécialisation dans le-domaine de 
la presse" (Regional training program for specialization 
in journalism). L'Action, January 1, 1976, p. 10.

The activities of school youth in 1976 bagen with a 
regional training program of specialization in the field of 
journalism and education, under the aegis of the regional 
bureau of school youth of the governorate of Tunis. 

This program will permit students chosen from among the 
members of the committees of.sections of the school youth in 
the schools to acquires certain specialized information in 
fields such es social service, theater, press, broadcestiró 
end news organization in all its forms., 

84. "La volonté." Llama, February 11, 1976, p. 2i 



"La Volonté" is the sole governmental center for 
rehabilitation, dependent upon the Ministry of Social Affairs,
and serving moderately. retarded children. It was created in 
1968, end its personnel is borrowed from the other ministries 
or from governmental organisms. Its budget is directly attached 
to that of its parent ministry. 

After'e three-year period of instruction, the children of 
the school ere given a "provisional' di3loma. This is the diploma 
of the end of vocational training. For six months the' than 
follow a training program in a firm, after which they are 
granted their final diploma. 

Teacher' treinirxr 

83. "Ministère de l'éducation nationale. Concours" 
(The Ministry of Education. Competition). Journal 
Officiel de la Réoubliwe Tunisj.enne, March 2, 1576, 
P. 344. 

This is the text of a decree from the Ministry of 
Education instituting and defining the regulations of the 
competition for the recruiting of conference leaders in 
law and political sciences, end in economic and management 
sciences. -

86. "Les surveillants" (School supervisors). La Presse, 
March 13, 1976, p. 2. 

The most important role of the school supervisor, 
says the article, remains that of education. Contrary to 
what is commonly thought, the supervisor's mission is, not 
simply maintaining discipline in the lycees and secondary 
schools. Often, when they are on duty, the aipervisors 
are asked by the students to help then with their school 

'work. In addition, in boarding sections the regulations 
call for the supervisor to keep a close check on the 
students' work during the stuejy halls. 

Teaching methods end eiva 
87."Littérature enfantine: L'enfant qui rive et celui qui 

imite" (Children's literature: The child who dreams end 
the one Who imitates). Le Presse, January-11,7 1978,-p. 3. 



 

      

Children's literature in Tunisia and in the Arabic— . 
speaking world, has fallen prey to€ i+cility. 

Since independence, Tunisia has been producing only 
ciseppointing copies Of Swedish or Swiss fairy tales, illustrated 
?. la Walt Disney, or pompous and wlggr attempts to 
"Tunisify" children's themes without reference to the child, 
ru ..his personality, to his problems, to his'subconscious. 

88. "Séminaire au Ceres sur l'étude des textes littéraires" 
(Seminar at the CEREB on the study of literary texts). 

ate; February 6; 1976, p. 10. 

The last part of this seminar,devoted to approaches 
LO literary texts, reveals that the best approach is that 
which, avoiding all dogmatism, brings a text written by man 
closer to all men. For the word, it should be emphasized, is 
a. living thing, as Victor Hugo said, and from words is 
built, like a cathedral or a mock, a literary text worthy 
of the name. Appropriate in this connection is a quotation 
.from Hassen Sadok Lasaouad: "(The text) exists only for me, 
the reader. It is I who give it life, it is I who influence 
it and am influenced by it." 

89. "Garmadi, Salah. "Pour une nouvelle lecture de notre 
patrimoine" (For a new reading of our national heritage). 
La Presse, February 6, 1976, p., 10. 

The linguist, says the author, cannot but rejoice at 
the efforts made by the literary and esthetic Studies sdetion 
of the CERES with a view to applying to the study of the 
literary texts of the 'ancient and modern Arabic heritage, 
the analytical techniques inspired by certain principles of 
structural linguistics. 

'Reading the Arabic authors in this modern light 
undoubtedly constitutes a renewal and en enrichment of the 
vision of Arabic matters. 

PirLculturel education 

90. "Organisation de l'enseignement agricole" (Organization 
of agricultural education). Journal Officiel de le} 
Républieue,Tunisiennç, January 13¡ 1976, p. 74. 

This is the text of decree no. 76-38 modifying. decree
np. 7p...M of 1973, bearing on the organization of education in 
agricultural education establishments. • 

It specifies the durations and scope of the courses at the National 
A©ronomical Institute of Tunis. 
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